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Why include an XD Document? As an experience 
designer, we use a series of personas, 
ecosystems, journey frameworks and wireframes 
to solve complex problems, change culture, 
provide value and ultimately build relationships.

The purpose of this document is to show the 
process and strategic decisions behind Step and 
how it will provide value to cities and their 
people. This is demonstrated through various 
actors, a journey framework and wireframes. 

WHY XD
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JOURNEY FRAMEWORKS ARE MORE THAN MAPPING OUT 

TOUCHPOINTS AND FOLLOWING A BRAND STORY.  THEY 

ALLOW US TO GAIN REAL INSIGHTS ON THE THOUGHTS,  

EMOTIONS AND ACTIONS OF OUR TARGETED AUDIENCES.  

WE CREATE FRAMEWORKS TO UNDERSTAND BEHAVIOURS,  

SEEK OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTERVENTIONS AND TO 

CREATE MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCES.

JOURNEY FRAMEWORKS
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This experience journey framework examines the pre, during and post phases of the complete 
Step experience. Beginning by mapping out the different stages and actions of each phase, I 

was able to determine and analyze touchpoints and thoughts to produce meaningful insights. 
These insights, along with the mobile app wireframes, defined a large part of the final strategy 

behind this wearable. 

JOURNEY FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
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Which phase is first?
How does this impact the city?
What is the budget?
How long will this all take?
When can we start?

PRE-WEARABLE EXPERIENCE

AWARENESS CONSIDERATIONPRE - AWARENESS CONVERSION SETUP

Website

Knowledge about 
Vancouver’s 2020 
Action Plan.

Research and
looking into
the wearable.

Reviewing and 
evaluating
the wearable.

Purchase the
wearable.

Install and 
sync wearable.

Word of Mouth

External Reviews

Wearable

Companion App

Is it really that bad?
Will this plan actually happen?
What is my impact?
What is my footprint?
Can we change?

Which phase is first?
How else can we market this?
What else can we do?
How can we get the city on 
our side?

How affordable is this concept?
What types of data can we receive
Where will we put transfer stations?
Is this worth it?
Can this change our future city?

How does this work?
Do I need this?
Are are people buying this?
Anything else like this?
Will this make a difference?

How does this work?
Would this benefit our city?
How affordable is this concept?
Does with fit with our
action plan?

When will we need more?
What will the impact be?
Are these the right places?
Will this make a difference?
What is next?

Can I sync easily?
Is this comfortable?
How does the app work?
Can I get my own transfer
 station?

How can we promote new 
transfer points?
Where should we transfer
energy to?
Who needs energy the most?

Is this really worth it?
Do we phase this in?
Where do we phase first?
Are enough Vancouverites
buying this?

Who is using this?
What are people saying?
Is this worth the price point?
What do reviews say?
Is this worth it?

Will this be intrusive?
How much energy will this raise?
Is this a positive impact?
Are enough Vancouverites 
buying this?

How can we embrace this?
What are the busiest areas?
Can we base development off data?
Can we track activity?
What are our daily hot spots

How will this fit my shoe?
What is the average to raise?
Will this pay off?
Can I make a difference?
Where are transfer stations?

How can we embrace this?
How can we raise activity levels?
What actions can support this?
How much can we raise 
in a month?

WEARABLE EXPERIENCE

PREPARATION REGULAR ROUTINE RELAX

Getting ready for 
a new day. 

Work, Volunteer
or Education. Daily Habits. Occasion Events.

Wearable

Companion App

Public Transit (Buses and Skytrains)

Bikes

Cars

News

Action Plan

Coming home 
and relaxing.

City Sidewalks

Busy districts of our city?
Parks are frequently visited?
Most populated sport complexes?
Where do people go everyday?
What are people doing everyday?

Should I go for a run? 
Walk my dog?
Go grab coffee with friends?
What errands do I have today?
Anyone for sports in the park?

What are our daily habits?
How can we increase the amount
of park space in our city?
Which cultural events happen
frequently throughout the city?

What are the heavy work districts?
Buildings with largest occupancy?
Which schools want in on Step?
Can we install at every skytrain stop?
Sidewalks with the heaviest traffic?

How will I get to work?
Do I need to drop the kids to school?
Do I have classes today?
Am I volunteering today?
Which campus am I at today?

Can a high-rise power themselves?
Promote more walk at work?
Increase active events at schools?
How can we correlate our 
transportation initiatives with Step?

Can we install multiple transfer 
stations at our stadiums?
What are our big events?
Where are our main venues?
What are the busiest hotels?

Want to go to a game today?
Is that concert tonight?
Is there a new exhibit on?
Any conferences today?
Any big happening in Vancouver?

What do our people love to do?
Can we turn pride into power?
What are our annual events?
Can we create more?
How can we incorporate Step?

Which areas will receive the most
power today? Which stations?
Will a station break down?
Do we have enough stations?
How powerful are we?

What do I need to do today?
Where do I need to be?
How am I getting there?
What am I doing after?
Is today going to be busy?

How much will we raise today?
What impact will be make?
How can we get our city to
raise more?
Are we making a difference?

What is the average amount a
single station will receive?
What do we do with this data?
Where can we build next?
Can we do more?

Is my day over now?
Do I need to go back out?
Done everything I needed to?
What to do around the house?
Can I relax now?

What is the average power raised 
by an single individual?
What about as a city?
Was today better than the last?
Can we do more?

REFLECTION

Reflecting on how
your day went.

REPEAT

Going to bed and 
starting again
tomorrow.

POST-WEARABLE EXPERIENCE

Companion App

Create initiatives for a more active

lifestyle at work and schools.

Put transfer stations at 

transportation hot spots.

School can power themselves

(Work environments depending

on the size).

Can this data help up with future
development not just stations 
but as a city?
What areas need more power?
How can we give them that power?

How much did I raise?
Am I happy with that amount?
What about everyone else?
Can we power as a team?
How is my city doing?

Are we making a difference?
Is each person doing enough?
What if its more about them working
together? And how?
What do we do next?

Will the same areas receive the 
most power? Stations?
When will we start our next steps?
Do we have enough stations?
How powerful are we?

What do I need to do tomorrow?
Where do I need to go?
How am I getting there?
What am I doing after?
Is tomorrow going to be busy?

How much will we raise tomorrow?
What impact will be make?
Will it be greater than today?
Are we improving?
Are we making a difference?

Create initiatives for a more active

lifestyle at work and schools.

Put Transfer stations at 

Transportation hot spots.

School can power themselves

(Work environments depending

On the size).

Create stations are our music halls

And sports arenas.

Research on our most popular areas.

Look at how tourists can get involved.

Use events to generate power

(eg. Sun Run).

Create stations are our music halls

and sports arenas.

Research on our most popular areas

Look at how tourists can get involved

Use events to generate power

(eg. Sun Run)

Need a way to know if stations

are broken or not working.

City should keep data count of

daily consumption and production.

Developers can use  daily power data

to aid in future development.

Make Step more about bringing a city

together, opposed to individual effort.

Use data to determine which areas

need more power and which can 

support builds.

Use city counsel influence to create

events to promote powering

together. 

Use the decisions that we make today

to make a better tomorrow.

Again, put emphasis on its about

us, a group, a city.

Allow app to have a first time user

walk-through and aid in syncing.

Allow for there to be a way to

indicate new transfer points?

(Action within maps).

Sell personal transfer pads. 

Allow for small experience is the

product is being shipped.

Always bring it back to the city

and their action plan.

Explain the why, impact and potential 

of the wearable.

Use initial test cities to develop 

pre-data to allow cities to by in.

Explain the why, impact and potential 

of the wearable.

Show how it can work (digital design).

Pitch from the concept of future cities. 

Always bring it back to the action plan.

Find a way to highlight the action plan.

Aim high, that’s how we make a

difference. 

ACTIONS

TOUCH
POINTS

STAGES

USER’S
THOUGHTS

CITY 
COUNCIL’S
THOUGHTS

URBAN
PLANNER’S
THOUGHTS

PERSONAL
INSIGHTS



Which phase is first?
How does this impact the city?
What is the budget?
How long will this all take?
When can we start?

AWARENESS CONSIDERATIONPRE - AWARENESS CONVERSION SETUP

Website

Knowledge about 
Vancouver’s 2020 
Action Plan.

Research and
looking into
the wearable.

Reviewing and 
evaluating
the wearable.

Purchase the
wearable.

Install and 
sync wearable.

Word of Mouth

External Reviews

Wearable

Companion App

Is it really that bad?
Will this plan actually happen?
What is my impact?
What is my footprint?
Can we change?

Which phase is first?
How else can we market this?
What else can we do?
How can we get the city on 
our side?

How affordable is this concept?
What types of data can we receive
Where will we put transfer stations?
Is this worth it?
Can this change our future city?

How does this work?
Do I need this?
Are are people buying this?
Anything else like this?
Will this make a difference?

How does this work?
Would this benefit our city?
How affordable is this concept?
Does with fit with our
action plan?

When will we need more?
What will the impact be?
Are these the right places?
Will this make a difference?
What is next?

Can I sync easily?
Is this comfortable?
How does the app work?
Can I get my own transfer
 station?

How can we promote new 
transfer points?
Where should we transfer
energy to?
Who needs energy the most?

Is this really worth it?
Do we phase this in?
Where do we phase first?
Are enough Vancouverites
buying this?

Who is using this?
What are people saying?
Is this worth the price point?
What do reviews say?
Is this worth it?

Will this be intrusive?
How much energy will this raise?
Is this a positive impact?
Are enough Vancouverites 
buying this?

How can we embrace this?
What are the busiest areas?
Can we base development off data?
Can we track activity?
What are our daily hot spots

How will this fit my shoe?
What is the average to raise?
Will this pay off?
Can I make a difference?
Where are transfer stations?

How can we embrace this?
How can we raise activity levels?
What actions can support this?
How much can we raise 
in a month?

News

Action Plan

Allow app to have a first time user

walk-through and aid in syncing.

Allow for there to be a way to

indicate new transfer points?

(Action within maps).

Sell personal transfer pads. 

Allow for small experience is the

product is being shipped.

Always bring it back to the city

and their action plan.

Explain the why, impact and potential 

of the wearable.

Use initial test cities to develop 

pre-data to allow cities to by in.

Explain the why, impact and potential 

of the wearable.

Show how it can work (digital design).

Pitch from the concept of future cities. 

Always bring it back to the action plan.

Find a way to highlight the action plan.

Aim high, that’s how we make a

difference. 

ACTIONS

TOUCH
POINTS

STAGES

USER’S
THOUGHTS

CITY 
COUNCIL’S
THOUGHTS

URBAN
PLANNER’S
THOUGHTS

PERSONAL
INSIGHTS

T H E  P R E -
E X P E R I E N C E

The pre-wearable experience helped 
explain how Step’s actors will perceive, 
evaluate and adopt Step. 

By moving through the Pre-Awareness to 
the Setup stages, one can see the different 
thoughts and values amongst different 
actors. These values vary from Step’s 
potential impact, to feasibility, to even 
society’s opinion of the wearable. 

These thoughts and values helped create 
insights to determine how this product 
should be released, marketed and branded. 
Additionally, it helped point out gaps in the 
current experience. For example, if 
someone purchase Step online, could we 
provide some sort of experience while they 
are waiting? Or how could we create 
packaging to ensure that syncing and 
installing Step is as easy as possible?
Insights help find these missing links and 
opportunities to aid us in creating well 
throughout, full experiences. 

PRE-WEARABLE EXPERIENCE
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PREPARATION REGULAR ROUTINE RELAX

Getting ready for 
a new day. 

Work, Volunteer
or Education. Daily Habits. Occasion Events.

Wearable

Companion App

Public Transit (Buses and Skytrains)

Bikes

Cars

Coming home 
and relaxing.

City Sidewalks

Busy districts of our city?
Parks are frequently visited?
Most populated sport complexes?
Where do people go everyday?
What are people doing everyday?

Should I go for a run? 
Walk my dog?
Go grab coffee with friends?
What errands do I have today?
Anyone for sports in the park?

What are our daily habits?
How can we increase the amount
of park space in our city?
Which cultural events happen
frequently throughout the city?

What are the heavy work districts?
Buildings with largest occupancy?
Which schools want in on Step?
Can we install at every skytrain stop?
Sidewalks with the heaviest traffic?

How will I get to work?
Do I need to drop the kids to school?
Do I have classes today?
Am I volunteering today?
Which campus am I at today?

Can a high-rise power themselves?
Promote more walk at work?
Increase active events at schools?
How can we correlate our 
transportation initiatives with Step?

Can we install multiple transfer 
stations at our stadiums?
What are our big events?
Where are our main venues?
What are the busiest hotels?

Want to go to a game today?
Is that concert tonight?
Is there a new exhibit on?
Any conferences today?
Any big happening in Vancouver?

What do our people love to do?
Can we turn pride into power?
What are our annual events?
Can we create more?
How can we incorporate Step?

Which areas will receive the most
power today? Which stations?
Will a station break down?
Do we have enough stations?
How powerful are we?

What do I need to do today?
Where do I need to be?
How am I getting there?
What am I doing after?
Is today going to be busy?

How much will we raise today?
What impact will be make?
How can we get our city to
raise more?
Are we making a difference?

What is the average amount a
single station will receive?
What do we do with this data?
Where can we build next?
Can we do more?

Is my day over now?
Do I need to go back out?
Done everything I needed to?
What to do around the house?
Can I relax now?

What is the average power raised 
by an single individual?
What about as a city?
Was today better than the last?
Can we do more?

Create initiatives for a more active

lifestyle at work and schools.

Put transfer stations at 

transportation hot spots.

School can power themselves

(Work environments depending

on the size).

Create initiatives for a more active

lifestyle at work and schools.

Put Transfer stations at 

Transportation hot spots.

School can power themselves

(Work environments depending

On the size).

Create stations are our music halls

And sports arenas.

Research on our most popular areas.

Look at how tourists can get involved.

Use events to generate power

(eg. Sun Run).

Create stations are our music halls

and sports arenas.

Research on our most popular areas

Look at how tourists can get involved

Use events to generate power

(eg. Sun Run)

Need a way to know if stations

are broken or not working.

City should keep data count of

daily consumption and production.

Developers can use  daily power data

to aid in future development.

ACTIONS

TOUCH
POINTS

STAGES

USER’S
THOUGHTS

CITY 
COUNCIL’S
THOUGHTS

URBAN
PLANNER’S
THOUGHTS

PERSONAL
INSIGHTS

T H E  D U R I N G -
E X P E R I E N C E

The central experience of Step is 
based around the daily actions of our 
actors. This primarily includes their 
traveling habits and the locations that 
they frequently revisit. 

A Vancouverites regular routine was 
broken up into three categories, 
Work/Education, Daily Habits and 
Occasional Events. These categorized 
the areas and actions that an average 
city civilian would experience. By 
analyzing these categories, insights 
were developed revealing the most 
popular areas in the city, the different 
methods or strategies how power can 
be generated and how Step can really 
impact our future cities.

Major concepts such as commuters 
being able to donate their power, city 
council transforming existing events 
to support Step and city planners 
analyzing data were all discovered 
through these insights. 

WEARABLE EXPERIENCE
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REFLECTION

Reflecting on how
your day went.

REPEAT

Going to bed and 
starting again
tomorrow.

Companion App

Can this data help up with future
development not just stations 
but as a city?
What areas need more power?
How can we give them that power?

How much did I raise?
Am I happy with that amount?
What about everyone else?
Can we power as a team?
How is my city doing?

Are we making a difference?
Is each person doing enough?
What if its more about them working
together? And how?
What do we do next?

Will the same areas receive the 
most power? Stations?
When will we start our next steps?
Do we have enough stations?
How powerful are we?

What do I need to do tomorrow?
Where do I need to go?
How am I getting there?
What am I doing after?
Is tomorrow going to be busy?

How much will we raise tomorrow?
What impact will be make?
Will it be greater than today?
Are we improving?
Are we making a difference?

Make Step more about bringing a city

together, opposed to individual effort.

Use data to determine which areas

need more power and which can 

support builds.

Use city counsel influence to create

events to promote powering

together. 

Use the decisions that we make today

to make a better tomorrow.

Again, put emphasis on its about

us, a group, a city.

ACTIONS

TOUCH
POINTS

USER’S
THOUGHTS

CITY 
COUNCIL’S
THOUGHTS

URBAN
PLANNER’S
THOUGHTS

PERSONAL
INSIGHTS

STAGES

T H E  P O S T -
E X P E R I E N C E

The post-wearable experience of Step is focused 
around reflection. 

The average commuter is going to come home, 
relax, tend to themselves or their family and reflect 
on their day. In the case of Step, for the average user 
this may include the impact that they made that day, 
if they raised more yesterday and where should they 
transfer their power next. From the planner or 
council perspective, they are going to be much more 
concerned about data collection, power results and 
future steps of action 

One of the large take aways from this phase was to 
create a City Page within the companion app. If daily 
users are reflecting so much on their performance, 
they will likely want to know how the rest of the city 
is doing and how much they have all raised as a 
whole. This concept also began to ignite the strategy 
that Step should be just as much about raising 
power as it is about educating daily users about 
energy consumption. 

POST-WEARABLE EXPERIENCE
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Which phase is first?
How does this impact the city?
What is the budget?
How long will this all take?
When can we start?

PRE-WEARABLE EXPERIENCE

AWARENESS CONSIDERATIONPRE - AWARENESS CONVERSION SETUP

Website

Knowledge about 
Vancouver’s 2020 
Action Plan.

Research and
looking into
the wearable.

Reviewing and 
evaluating
the wearable.

Purchase the
wearable.

Install and 
sync wearable.

Word of Mouth

External Reviews

Wearable

Companion App

Is it really that bad?
Will this plan actually happen?
What is my impact?
What is my footprint?
Can we change?

Which phase is first?
How else can we market this?
What else can we do?
How can we get the city on 
our side?

How affordable is this concept?
What types of data can we receive
Where will we put transfer stations?
Is this worth it?
Can this change our future city?

How does this work?
Do I need this?
Are are people buying this?
Anything else like this?
Will this make a difference?

How does this work?
Would this benefit our city?
How affordable is this concept?
Does with fit with our
action plan?

When will we need more?
What will the impact be?
Are these the right places?
Will this make a difference?
What is next?

Can I sync easily?
Is this comfortable?
How does the app work?
Can I get my own transfer
 station?

How can we promote new 
transfer points?
Where should we transfer
energy to?
Who needs energy the most?

Is this really worth it?
Do we phase this in?
Where do we phase first?
Are enough Vancouverites
buying this?

Who is using this?
What are people saying?
Is this worth the price point?
What do reviews say?
Is this worth it?

Will this be intrusive?
How much energy will this raise?
Is this a positive impact?
Are enough Vancouverites 
buying this?

How can we embrace this?
What are the busiest areas?
Can we base development off data?
Can we track activity?
What are our daily hot spots

How will this fit my shoe?
What is the average to raise?
Will this pay off?
Can I make a difference?
Where are transfer stations?

How can we embrace this?
How can we raise activity levels?
What actions can support this?
How much can we raise 
in a month?

WEARABLE EXPERIENCE

PREPARATION REGULAR ROUTINE RELAX

Getting ready for 
a new day. 

Work, Volunteer
or Education. Daily Habits. Occasion Events.

Wearable

Companion App

Public Transit (Buses and Skytrains)

Bikes

Cars

News

Action Plan

Coming home 
and relaxing.

City Sidewalks

Busy districts of our city?
Parks are frequently visited?
Most populated sport complexes?
Where do people go everyday?
What are people doing everyday?

Should I go for a run? 
Walk my dog?
Go grab coffee with friends?
What errands do I have today?
Anyone for sports in the park?

What are our daily habits?
How can we increase the amount
of park space in our city?
Which cultural events happen
frequently throughout the city?

What are the heavy work districts?
Buildings with largest occupancy?
Which schools want in on Step?
Can we install at every skytrain stop?
Sidewalks with the heaviest traffic?

How will I get to work?
Do I need to drop the kids to school?
Do I have classes today?
Am I volunteering today?
Which campus am I at today?

Can a high-rise power themselves?
Promote more walk at work?
Increase active events at schools?
How can we correlate our 
transportation initiatives with Step?

Can we install multiple transfer 
stations at our stadiums?
What are our big events?
Where are our main venues?
What are the busiest hotels?

Want to go to a game today?
Is that concert tonight?
Is there a new exhibit on?
Any conferences today?
Any big happening in Vancouver?

What do our people love to do?
Can we turn pride into power?
What are our annual events?
Can we create more?
How can we incorporate Step?

Which areas will receive the most
power today? Which stations?
Will a station break down?
Do we have enough stations?
How powerful are we?

What do I need to do today?
Where do I need to be?
How am I getting there?
What am I doing after?
Is today going to be busy?

How much will we raise today?
What impact will be make?
How can we get our city to
raise more?
Are we making a difference?

What is the average amount a
single station will receive?
What do we do with this data?
Where can we build next?
Can we do more?

Is my day over now?
Do I need to go back out?
Done everything I needed to?
What to do around the house?
Can I relax now?

What is the average power raised 
by an single individual?
What about as a city?
Was today better than the last?
Can we do more?

REFLECTION

Reflecting on how
your day went.

REPEAT

Going to bed and 
starting again
tomorrow.

POST-WEARABLE EXPERIENCE

Companion App

Create initiatives for a more active

lifestyle at work and schools.

Put transfer stations at 

transportation hot spots.

School can power themselves

(Work environments depending

on the size).

Can this data help up with future
development not just stations 
but as a city?
What areas need more power?
How can we give them that power?

How much did I raise?
Am I happy with that amount?
What about everyone else?
Can we power as a team?
How is my city doing?

Are we making a difference?
Is each person doing enough?
What if its more about them working
together? And how?
What do we do next?

Will the same areas receive the 
most power? Stations?
When will we start our next steps?
Do we have enough stations?
How powerful are we?

What do I need to do tomorrow?
Where do I need to go?
How am I getting there?
What am I doing after?
Is tomorrow going to be busy?

How much will we raise tomorrow?
What impact will be make?
Will it be greater than today?
Are we improving?
Are we making a difference?

Create initiatives for a more active

lifestyle at work and schools.

Put Transfer stations at 

Transportation hot spots.

School can power themselves

(Work environments depending

On the size).

Create stations are our music halls

And sports arenas.

Research on our most popular areas.

Look at how tourists can get involved.

Use events to generate power

(eg. Sun Run).

Create stations are our music halls

and sports arenas.

Research on our most popular areas

Look at how tourists can get involved

Use events to generate power

(eg. Sun Run)

Need a way to know if stations

are broken or not working.

City should keep data count of

daily consumption and production.

Developers can use  daily power data

to aid in future development.

Make Step more about bringing a city

together, opposed to individual effort.

Use data to determine which areas

need more power and which can 

support builds.

Use city counsel influence to create

events to promote powering

together. 

Use the decisions that we make today

to make a better tomorrow.

Again, put emphasis on its about

us, a group, a city.

Allow app to have a first time user

walk-through and aid in syncing.

Allow for there to be a way to

indicate new transfer points?

(Action within maps).

Sell personal transfer pads. 

Allow for small experience is the

product is being shipped.

Always bring it back to the city

and their action plan.

Explain the why, impact and potential 

of the wearable.

Use initial test cities to develop 

pre-data to allow cities to by in.

Explain the why, impact and potential 

of the wearable.

Show how it can work (digital design).

Pitch from the concept of future cities. 

Always bring it back to the action plan.

Find a way to highlight the action plan.

Aim high, that’s how we make a

difference. 

ACTIONS

TOUCH
POINTS

STAGES

USER’S
THOUGHTS

CITY 
COUNCIL’S
THOUGHTS

URBAN
PLANNER’S
THOUGHTS

PERSONAL
INSIGHTS

FINAL JOURNEY FRAMEWORK
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WIRERAMES ARE THE SKELETONS OF OUR PROJECTS.  

THEY ARE AN INTEGRAL PART TO HOW WE THINK,  

COMMUNICATE AND DESIGN.  THEY ALLOWS US TO 

START PUT TING OUR THOUGHTS INTO SOMETHING 

TANGIBLE.  THE BEAUTIFUL THING IS  THAT THIS CAN 

ALL BEGIN WITH JUST A PEN AND A PIECE OF PAPER.

WIREFRAMES
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NAVIGATION CITYMAIN MAP EVENT

HIGH-FI
WIREFRAMES

LOW-FI
WIREFRAMES

These wireframes mark my thinking, process and strategy for Step’s companion application. 
Moving back and forth between creating my rough journey framework and my initial 

wireframes really helped me in determining the main functionalities and experiences behind 
this app. This application is meant to compliment the wearable experience. It takes into 
consideration the daily actions and mindsets of the primary user while providing them 
information about their raised power, the city’s current impact, where to locate transfer 

stations and what events can they attend to give back to their city. 

WIREFRAME OVERVIEW
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ANNOTATED WIREFRAMES
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T H E  M A I N  P A G E
O U R  P O W E R ,  O U R  S T E P S

The hero information within this main page is the user’s 
total power amount raised. This will indicate to the user how 
much they have raised that day in respect to how many 
steps they have taken. 

MAIN PAGE

1. Highlighting Raised Power

1

2 3

4

The number of steps taken will be picked up and respond 
with the wearable in real time. The average steps per day 
vary from 3000-6000. Iconography is also introduced to 
allow for recall over recognition. 

2. Daily Steps Taken

As capacitors are never infinite, a total time of 48 hours is 
set for the user to drop off their energy to a transfer station. 
This prompt acts as a constant reminder to drop off your 
energy back into the city. If the user does not drop their 
energy off before the timer runs out, that power count will 
self-reset

3. Limiting the Storage Time

As locating transfer stations would be a primary action with 
this companion app, its button is will always located in the 
top right corner.

4.  Map is Always Available



NAVIGATION

T H E  N A V I G A T I O N
W H A T  I S  T H E R E  T O  D O ?

The City Page will inform the user about the current impact 
that all the Step users are having on their city. This was 
created so that the user could know about Step’s impact on 
an individual and as a city. As explained through my 
documents, Step provides larger impacts when united 
opposed to individually. This page allows users to see their 
united impact and what they are all powering together. 

1. The City Page

The Events Page will inform the user about current cultural 
events that are taking place in the city. In more populated 
areas, more potential power can be raised. This page 
provides an opportunity to brings people together from 
within their city.

2. The Events Page

The History Page will allow the user to view their impact on 
the city over a variety of different times, as well as indicate 
their past interactions with transfer stations. They can find 
out which stations they have used before and the total 
amount that they have given back to that particular area. 

3. User’s History

1

2

3

ANNOTATED WIREFRAMES
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CITY PAGE

T H E  C I T Y  P A G E
H O W  P O W E R F U L  A R E  W E ?

The hero of the City Page will be the total power raised for 
that specific day. The date is always put with the total 
amount of power raised, personal or total, to ensure no 
confusion. The idea is that this page and could empower 
and educate Step users as to how much can be raised over a 
specific amount of time and exactly what that is able to 
power. 

1. Our Total Power 

The time filters allow users to go back and see how much 
their city raised within those respected time periods. This 
gives the pleasure of allowing the user to see the city’s total 
power increase over time and the larger impact that it makes 
on the city. 

2. Time Filters

These statistics are to teach Step users about how much it 
takes to power certain types of objects and buildings. We 
are teaching users through showing the amount of Kilowatt 
hours it takes per day to run that object or building in 
relation to how many are currently being powered. These 
statistics are meant to educate and empower. 

3. Relevant Impact Statistics

ANNOTATED WIREFRAMES
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EVENT PAGE

T H E  E V E N T S  P A G E
L E T ’ S  B R I N G  A  C I T Y  T O G E T H E R

Daily events are organized through time as a convention to 
allow users to quickly scroll through and understand the 
progression and order of events. The bar with the current 
date will always stick to the top until switched with the 
next date. 

1. Organization

Only the most important event information will be displayed 
on the Event Landing page to allow for quicker scanning and 
less scrolling.

2. General Event Information

As the user moves deeper into an event, the navigation bar 
will animate up and be switched out with a back arrow. This 
allows for the user to easily go back to other events within a 
single click opposed to opening the menu. 

3. Swapping out the Navigation

ANNOTATED WIREFRAMES
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SPECIFIC EVENT PAGE

1

2

3

4

More event information will be displayed once the user 
selects a specific event. This information includes time till 
the event, weather and registration if applicable.

4. Specific Event Information



ANNOTATED WIREFRAMES
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T H E  M A P  P A G E
T H E  S T A T I O N  L O C A T I O N S

To incorporate Map’s traditional functions without having a 
Google Map search bar and the current navigation bar, the 
search and speech function were moved up into the top bar. 
This maximizes screen space as well as follows Google 
Material guidelines. Moreover, the map icon will turn green 
to once pressed to provide visual feedback to the user. 

MAP PAGE

1. Map Navigation

Step Transfer Stations are highlighted in pins along the map. 
Other information on the map is faded out as the location these 
stations are the primary function of this page. Iconography is 
meant to be consistent, so the electricity icon and colour match 
that of the Raised Power design on the main page. 

2. Step Transfer Stations

Basic button matching Google Maps, if pressed the map will 
shift over to where the user is located. 

3. Maps Location Button

Similar to action buttons found throughout Material apps, 
when the action button is pressed, a list of additional actions 
will appear.  These map related actions would include 
showing the stations that need power the most and the 
users’ frequent station stops. 

4.  Maps Action Button

1
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MAP PAGE (2)

T H E  M A P  P A G E
A  S T A T I O N ’ S  I M P A C T

ANNOTATED WIREFRAMES
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1

2

4

When the user taps to select a specific station, the other stations 
will fade out and the impacted elements that the station is 
powering will appear. These elements could includes street 
lights, parks and various buildings. They will appear as icons 
and small red connecting lines to indicate their transfer of 
power. 

1. Selected Stations Impact

The action button will change when selecting a station, similar 
to Google maps, the action button will switch into a prompt for 
directions. The bottom tab will animate up with basic 
information about that station such as name, travel time and 
total amount of power raised. 

2. Corresponding Action Button

If the user slides up the bottom tab, the map will center and the 
page will provide deeper information about the impact of that 
station. Similar to the city page, information about what the 
station is powering is meant to inform and education the user 
about it’s current impact. The tab changes colour when dragged 
up to provide a visual feedback to the user’s action. 

3. Going More in Depth

Same as in the specific event page, the navigation will be 
swapped with a back arrow. Pressing the back arrow or dragging 
down the bottom tab will bring back to the previous map page 
(Map Page 2). 

4. Navigation Consistency

MAP PAGE (3)
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NAVIGATION CITYMAIN MAP EVENT

HIGH-FI
WIREFRAMES

LOW-FI
WIREFRAMES

FINAL WIREFRAMES
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S U B M I S S I O N  B Y  T A Y L O R  W A R D

O H H E Y @ T A Y L O R C W A R D . C O M

@ T A Y L O R C W A R D

FIN
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